Distinguished Semester Honors Roll

Spring 2019

- Myla Babineau
- Camden Brendlinger
- Hailey Dickinson
- Lilly Fair
- Olivia Gilliam
- Abby Grand
- Sophia Janney
- Andre Lavandero
- Grace Isabella Lee
- Grace Parker
- John Quirk
- Alina Rosario
- Sarah Rosenfeld
- Mia Thorensen
- Claire Vaughan
- Hannah Winstead

- Student was enrolled in and completed at least 14 semester hours and earned a GPA of 3.600 or higher
- A student may not have an "I" (Incomplete) or a grade lower than "C" to qualify. No dean’s list is released for courses taken during the summer terms. This honor will be noted on the transcript as “Distinguished.”